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Abstract—In the era of big data, high performance data analytics applications are frequently executed on large-scale cluster

architectures to accomplish massive data-parallel computations. Often, these applications involve iterative machine learning algorithms

to extract information and make predictions from large data sets. Multicast data dissemination is one of the major performance

bottlenecks for such data analytics applications in cluster computing, as terabytes of data need to be distributed frequently from a

single data source to hundreds of computing nodes. To overcome this bottleneck for big data applications, we propose BiGNoC, a

manycore chip platform with a novel application-specific photonic network-on-chip (PNoC) fabric. BiGNoC is designed for big data

computing and exploits multicasting in photonic waveguides. For high performance data analytics applications, BiGNoC improves

throughput by up to 9:9� while reducing latency by up to 88 percent and energy-per-bit by up to 98 percent over two state-of-the-

art PNoC architectures as well as a broadcast-optimized electrical mesh NoC architecture, and a traditional electrical mesh NoC

architecture.

Index Terms—Photonic networks-on-chip, photonic channel sharing, big data computing, multicasting
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1 INTRODUCTION

LARGE-SCALE data analytics applications represent some
of the most data-intensive workloads in the emerging

domain of big data computing.Most of the high-performance
data analytics applications e.g., cancer genome analysis, stock
market predictions, consumer product recommendations,
disaster forecasting, etc. involve iterative execution of various
machine learning algorithms. These iterative machine learn-
ing algorithms for large-scale data analytics tasks often run
on a MapReduce framework [1] implemented either in the
cloud or on commodity clusters in datacenters.

Recently, Hadoop [2] and Spark [3] based distributed
frameworks are being increasingly used for MapReduce
implementations on cloud services. However, wide-spread
security exploits and higher off-loading time with cloud
computing have driven several organizations to build their
own datacenters for big data processing [2], [3]. Such data-
centers are safer from intrusion with lower off-loading time,
but according to the Hamilton’s cost model [4] the over-
heads due to power dissipation, power distribution, and

cooling in such datacenters with commodity processors can
be quite significant. A specialized manycore processor solu-
tion in which a large number of cores are interconnected
through an efficient on-chip network can reduce such over-
heads and lead to improved system performance, com-
parted to commodity processors. This motivates us to design a
customized chip manycore processor (CMP) platform to more effi-
ciently run the iterative machine learning algorithms for big data
processing.

The iterative algorithms in big data processing with Map-
Reduce execute on multiple master and servant cores and
take thousands of iterations to produce the desired output.
Each iteration typically consists of three phases [5] (Fig. 1). In
the initial multicast phase (Fig. 1a) a master node (MN),
which consists of one ormoremaster cores,multicasts a large
feature set ofmodel parameters to one ormore servant nodes
(SN; each with one or more servant cores) that perform com-
putations based on the parameters. While computing, these
servant nodes may need to exchange or shuffle data with
other servant nodes. This phase is called the shuffle phase
(Fig. 1b). Lastly, in the aggregation phase (Fig. 1c), all the ser-
vant nodes update and send their partial results to themaster
node. The master node aggregates this partial data to pro-
duce themulticasting data for the next iteration.

Multicasting is a performance bottleneck in executing
large scale data analytics applications that have large fan-
out, big data sizes, and take a large number of iterations to
achieve convergence. For example, the K-nearest neighbor
algorithm for breast cancer prediction and prognosis [6]
requires multicasting of approximately 200 MB of sampled
cancer genomic features in each iteration, from 100 image
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samples, each of size 2 MB. As the typical number of itera-
tions is more than 1000, the total multicasting data is in the
order of hundreds of gigabytes. Another example is the
alternating least squares algorithm for Netflix movie rating
prediction, which involves 385 MB of data being distributed
to servant nodes per iteration, over hundreds of iterations
[7]. This computation thus involves tens of gigabytes of
multicast data. These examples motivate the need for supporting
efficient multicasting for big data workload execution scenarios.

Recent developments in the fabrication of CMOS-
compatible on-chip photonic interconnects have opened up
the possibility of redesigning emerging manycore process-
ing architectures, especially for big data applications. On-
chip photonic interconnects provide several prolific advan-
tages over their conventional metallic counterparts, includ-
ing the ability to communicate at near light speed, larger
bandwidth density by using dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM), and lower power dissipation [8].
These advantages motivate us to consider using photonic
links for inter-core communication in CMPs that run the
iterative algorithms for big data processing. Further, a few
prior works [8], [9], [10] have emphasized the importance of
multicasting in photonic waveguides to improve data com-
munication rates, and proposed photonic network-on-chip
(PNoC) architectures that enable inter-core communication
with multicast-enabled waveguides. The multicasting capa-
bility of photonic interconnects further inspires us to use
them in CMPs optimized for big data processing.

In this paper,we present a novel application-specific PNoC
architecture for manycore chips, called BiGNoC, to execute
large-scale data analytics applications with high throughput
and ultra-low latency. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the firstwork that attempts to design PNoCs to tackle iterative
machine learning algorithm based large-scale data analytics
applications in CMPs. Our novel contributions are:

� We devise a master-servant cluster based commu-
nication fabric (MSNoC) with dedicated channels
for master-to-servant and servant-to-master
communication;

� We design a hierarchical manycore BiGNoC archi-
tecture with multiple MSNoCs to execute any combi-
nation of high performance large-scale data analytics
applications;

� We evaluate BiGNoC by comparing it with two pre-
viously proposed PNoCs, as well as a broadcast
optimized electrical mesh NoC, and a traditional
electrical mesh NoC for multiple real-world big data
applications [12], [13], [14], [15].

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Photonic interconnects utilize several photonic devices such
as microring resonators (MRs) as modulators, detectors,
and switches; photonic waveguides; splitters, and trans-
impedance amplifiers (TIAs). Each MR has a unique reso-
nancewavelength in the utilizedDWDMspectrum in awave-
guide (typically consisting of 64 or less wavelengths) that it
can couple to and work correctly with. This resonant nature
of an MR allows it to be use as a filter or a switch. A filter MR
is used to filter and drop its resonance wavelength on to a
photodetector, whereas a switchMR is used to route the prop-
agation of a resonant wavelength signal between two wave-
guides. Typically, an MR can electro-optically be driven on
and off resonance with its resonance wavelength, which
allows the MR to modulate 1s (when off-resonance) and 0s
(when on-resonance) on its resonancewavelength. The reader
is directed to [16] formore discussion on these devices.

Several PNoC architectures have been proposed to date
(e.g., [9], [10], [11], [17], [18], [19]) that use on-chip photonic
interconnects with MRmodulators to modulate electrical sig-
nals at the source node on to photonic signals, which then
travel through a photonicwaveguide, and arrive atMRdetec-
tors at the destination node where the photonic signals are
detected and electrical signals recovered. Several efforts have
explored high throughput crossbar PNoCs that provide non-
blocking connectivity, e.g., [9], [10], [11], [17] using different
types of photonic waveguides such as Multiple-Write-Single-
Read (MWSR), Single-Write-Multiple-Read (SWMR), and
Multiple-Write-Multiple-Read (MWMR). Furthermore, mul-
ticasting in photonicwaveguides enables simultaneous recep-
tion of photonic signals in multiple destination nodes. These
destination nodes partially de-tune their MR detectors from
their resonating wavelengths [8], such that a portion of the
photonic energy in the multicast-enabled waveguide contin-
ues to be absorbed in subsequent MR detectors of other desti-
nation nodes. In the presence of on-chip multicast traffic (i.e.,
same message transfer from one source node to multiple des-
tination nodes), these multicast-enabled waveguides enable
higher data rates compared to ordinary photonic waveguides
that inefficiently transfer a single multicast message as multi-
ple unicast messages. Only a few prior works exploit multi-
casting in SWMR [9] and MWMR [10] waveguides, primarily
to improve the performance of PNoC architectureswith cache
coherence traffic (e.g., in the MOESI coherence protocol,
when a shared block is invalidated, an invalidate message
must bemulticast to all sharers). In addition, a photonicmulti-
stage NoC was proposed in [40] that uses photonic-
distributed arbitration and concurrent channel reservation
mechanisms. This multistage NoC uses an electrical router to
interconnect multiple photonic sub-networks and achieves
lower latencies. A high-throughput hybrid photonic mesh-
diagonal links topology was proposed in [41] with a
contention-aware adaptive routing function, and a parallel-
ized photonic channel allocation protocol, to reduce NoC
latency.However, no prior work has attempted to design PNoCs to
optimize iterative machine learning algorithm-based large-scale
data analytics applications in CMPs.

Several architectures have been explored recently to
address large-scale data analytics applications. A PENC
manycore architecture consisting of 192 small processing
coreswas proposed in [21], which canwork as a co-processor

Fig. 1. MapReduce (a) multicast phase, (b) shuffle phase, and (c) aggre-
gation phase of communication while executing iterative machine learn-
ing algorithms for large-scale data analytics applications.
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in tandemwith a general-purpose CPU to accelerate big data
processing. A low-power manycore architecture for a mod-
ern big-data stream mining applications is proposed in [22]
that is able to cope with the dynamic nature of the input data
stream while consuming limited power. A parallel CMP
architecture called SpiNNaker based on a customized electri-
cal NoC to implement spiking neural networks was pro-
posed in [23]. The cores in this architecture are connected by
a modified version of the torus topology, whereas the inter-
chip topology is a 2D triangular mesh with 6-port routers. A
neural network architecture called EMBRACE is proposed
in [24] which integrates a 2D array of interconnected neural
tiles surrounded by I/O blocks and adopts a hierarchical
mesh-based topology to connect neural tiles. Furthermore, it
uses a region-based routing scheme in each network layer to
directmessages to destination nodes. Someworks have dem-
onstrated reconfigurable neural networks on a broadcast-
aware mesh NoC architecture [25], [26]. A theoretical analy-
sis for determining a preferred interconnect architecture for
general purpose configurable emulation of spiking neural
networks is presented in [25] and shows that mesh NoC
using multicast is the most suitable architecture for a wide
range of neural network topologies. A cluster-based recon-
figurable NoC architecture for neural networks is presented
in [26], which employs a reconfigurable communication fab-
ric that efficiently handles multicast communication. In [27],
a CPU-GPU architecture was presented with an electrical
ring network to better execute large-scale data analytics
applications, but this ring interconnect is known to be ineffi-
cient for large-scale systems. A hybrid (wiredþwireless) on-
chip interconnect based CPU-GPU architecture was pro-
posed in [28] for large-scale data analytics applications. The
authors in [38] proposeMelia, which is an FPGA-basedMap-
Reduce architecture. None of the abovementioned prior works
explore the impact of using photonic interconnects for big data
processing as part of the on-chip network. Our goal in this paper is
to show, for the first time, how PNoC architectures can be designed
and customized for manycore chips, to meet the unique communi-
cation requirements of big data analytics applications.

3 MASTER-SERVANT CLUSTER ARCHITECTURE

High-performance data analytics applications use a set of
iterative machine learning algorithms for data predictions.
A machine learning job may take hundreds or thousands of
iterations to converge to a solution. On a CMP, each itera-
tion starts with the multicast of a big data set of model
parameters from a master core to all the servant cores. Then
the servant cores sometimes exchange data among them-
selves while processing their received data, thus creating
inter-servant traffic. Lastly, each servant updates the model
parameters partially and sends these model parameters to
the master node. These partial results are aggregated at the
master node to form the global model parameters for the
computations in the subsequent iteration. Thus, execution
of large-scale data-intensive applications requires dedicated
hardware with master cores, servant cores, and an intercon-
nection fabric between the masters and servants. In this sec-
tion, we describe the architecture of a new master-servant
cluster based communication fabric (MSNoC), in which
master cores are connected to servant cores via photonic
communication channels.

In our MSNoC architecture, a node (N) is defined as an
entity consisting of four cores. A node can either be a master
node (MN; with four master cores connected using an electri-
cal concentrator) or a servant node (SN; with four servant
cores connected using an electrical concentrator). The buffer
size of the electrical concentrator of anMN is larger compared
to the buffer size of the electrical concentrator of an SN, as the
MNnode is expected to receivemore number of packets com-
pared to a servant node. Our simulation based analysis shows
that the buffer size of the electrical concentrator of an MN
needs to be larger than the buffer size of the electrical concen-
trator of an SN. More details about buffer sizes of MNs and
SNs are presented in Table 1. Eachmaster core in anMNhas a
private L1 and L2 cache, whereas each servant core in an SN
has only a private L1 cache. The L1 cache size of a master core
in the MN is larger than the L1 cache size of a servant core in
the SN (see Table 1). As master cores access main memory
more frequently compared to servant cores, therefore, the
larger L1 size of a master core boosts the MSNoC’s perfor-
mance. Every MN and SN is attached to a gateway interface
(GI) module that facilitates transfers between the core-cache
layer and the interconnectionnetwork layer. A detailed layout
of the MSNoC is shown in Fig. 2a, where 16 nodes are
arranged in a 4� 4 grid. Among these 16 nodes, a single node
is an MN and the remaining nodes are SNs (i.e., SN1 to SN15).
The master GI (MGI) and servant GI (SGI) are shown
in Figs. 2b and 2c, respectively, and discussed further in
Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. Communication between cores
within a node (MN or SN) uses a 5� 5 on-chip electrical
router, where four of its input and output (I/O) ports are con-
nected to four cores (master or servant) and the fifth I/O port
is connected to the GI module associated with the node. A
round-robin arbitration scheme is used within each node for
communication between cores and theGI.

Communication between SNs and MNs is accomplished
using SWMR and MWSR waveguides (Sections 3.1, 3.2 and

TABLE 1
Micro-Architectural Parameters For MSNoC Cluster

Number of nodes per cluster 16 (1 MN and 15 SNs)
Number of cores 64 (4 per node)

Servant Node (SN):

Number of servant cores 4
Buffer size of concentrator 10

Servant Core:

L1 I-Cache size/Associativity 16 KB/Direct Mapped Cache
L1 D-Cache size/Associativity 16 KB/Direct Mapped Cache

Master Node (MN):

Number of master cores 4
Buffer Size of concentrator 20

Master Core:

L1 I-Cache size/Associativity 32 KB/Direct Mapped Cache
L1 D-Cache size/Associativity 32 KB/Direct Mapped Cache
L2 Cache size/ Associativity 128 KB/ Direct Mapped Cache
L2 Coherence MOESI
Frequency 5 GHz
Issue Policy In-order
Memory controllers 1
Main memory 8 GB; DDR4@30 ns
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3.3). There is also a power waveguide that runs in parallel
with the SWMR and MWSR waveguides. This power wave-
guide carries all the wavelengths used for data traversal in
the waveguides. A 1� 2 splitter is used to split power from
the power waveguide to SWMR waveguides as shown in
Fig. 2a. In addition, a series of 1� 2 splitters along the
power waveguide are used to supply power to the modula-
tors that are used to write data on to the MWSR wave-
guides. The splitting losses due to these splitters are
considered in the laser power calculations of MSNoC (see
Section 6). Our MSNoC with a group of 16 nodes (with
64 cores) has dedicated access to main memory via a mem-
ory controller at the MN. This is similar to the processor
used in Sunway TaihuLight [34], which has dedicated main
memory access for every 64 cores. The micro-architectural
parameters of nodes and cores in an MSNoC cluster are
summarized in Table 1. In addition. the functionalities of
MNs and SNs are assumed to be correct in the MSNoC.
Therefore, this work does not consider the impact of mis-
takes fromMNs and SNs.

In the following three subsections, we present more
details about the interconnects that are used to enable com-
munication between the MNs and SNs of anMSNoC cluster.

3.1 MN-to-SN Communication in MSNoC Cluster

As discussed earlier, the interconnection network between
the master and servant cores plays a crucial role towards
achieving faster execution of large-scale data analytics
applications on an MSNoC cluster. As the communication
from master cores to servant cores has significant periods of
multicast traffic, this motivates us to use multicast enabled

photonic waveguides in our MSNoC cluster, to enable faster
master-servant communication. As shown in Fig. 2a, in an
MSNoC cluster we use a multicast enabled Single-Write-
Multiple-Read (SWMR) waveguide group to enable com-
munication from a single MN to multiple SNs, where each
waveguide group has four SWMR waveguides. The SWMR
waveguide group in an MSNoC starts from an MN and
passes through all of the SNs (i.e., SN1 � SN15) in the cluster
(Fig. 2a) to enable MN-to-SN communication. An MN has
the ability to write on the SWMR waveguide group using its
ring modulators (see Fig. 2b, which shows modulators of an
MN on SWMR waveguide), and all the SNs are capable of
reading from the SWMR waveguide group using their ring
detectors (see Fig. 2c, which shows detectors of an SN on
SWMR waveguide). To power these SWMR waveguides,
we use a broadband off-chip laser source and a 1� 4 splitter
to split the laser power across the four SWMR waveguides.
We also use 64 DWDM wavelengths in each of the four
SWMR waveguides of the SWMR waveguide group. There-
fore, in an SWMR waveguide group there are 256 modula-
tors and 256 detectors in each MN and SN, respectively.

As all SNs are capable of receiving (reading) from an
SWMR waveguide group during MN-to-SN communica-
tion, there is a need for receiver selection between SNs to
ensure that only the designated receiver will receive data
from the shared waveguide group. For receiver selection,
each SWMR waveguide group is divided into a fixed num-
ber of time slots, based on the time taken by light to traverse
the length of the waveguide on a die. Based on the geomet-
ric calculations considering a 100mm2 chip area for a 64
core CMP at 22 nm technology node, traversal of light
through an SWMR waveguide group takes 2 cycles (i.e.,
0.4 ns) in an MSNoC cluster at 5 GHz clock frequency.
Therefore, we divide the SWMR waveguide group into
2 time slots, and each time slot is spread across 8 nodes (the
node can either be an MN or SN), as shown in Fig. 3. These
time slots are further classified into two types: reservation
cycle slots (RCS), and data cycle slots (DCS).

In our reservation assisted MN-to-SN communication
process, MNs send data to SNs in two cycles (Fig. 3). In the
reservation cycle, the MN reserves the SWMR waveguide
group for an SN. Once the reservation is done, the MN
sends data to the selected SN in the next cycle (i.e., data
cycle). To perform the reservation, the MN uses the first
SWMR waveguide in the SWMR waveguide group (this
waveguide is shown in Fig. 3). The remaining three SWMR
waveguides in the SWMR waveguide group are used only
in the data cycle to transfer data. Each SNi is assigned a
receiver selection wavelength �i, that is available in the first
SWMR waveguide of the SWMR waveguide group. For
example, in an MSNoC cluster with 16 nodes (see Fig 2a),

Fig. 2. (a) MSNoC layout with SWMR, MWSR, and power waveguides
(b) master gateway interface (MGI) (c) servant gateway interface (SGI).

Fig. 3. Distribution of reservation cycle and data cycle slots within
SWMR waveguide to enable MN-to-SN communication.
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�1 � �15 are assigned as receiver selection wavelengths to
SN1 � SN15, respectively. When an MN wants to send data
to an SN, it gets access to the next RCS, which initially has
all of the receiver selection wavelengths from the power
waveguide. In this RCS, the MN uses its modulator bank to
remove all of the receiver selection wavelengths except the
one corresponding to the SN of interest. Subsequently, in
the next DCS, the MN modulates data on the 256 wave-
lengths in four SWMR waveguides (as each SWMR wave-
guide uses 64 DWDM wavelengths ð�1 � �64Þ) of each
SWMR waveguide group assigned for data transfer. There-
fore, our receiver selection mechanism prudently reuses the same
set of wavelengths in the first SWMR waveguide of an SWMR
waveguide group for reservation and data transmission. On the
receiving side of the SWMR waveguide group, whenever
an RCS reaches an SNi, it only switches on the detector
which corresponds to its receiver selection wavelength �i

located on the first SWMR waveguide of the SWMR wave-
guide group. Whenever an SNi detects its receiver selection
wavelength in the RCS, it switches on its remaining detec-
tors not only on the first SWMR waveguide but also on the
remaining three SWMR waveguides of the SWMR wave-
guide group to receive data in the next DCS.

We illustrate this sending and receiving process with a
simple example. In Fig. 4a, suppose an MN needs to send
data to SN8 that has a corresponding receiver selection
wavelength �8. The MN modulates in the next RCS, such
that only �8 (the dedicated wavelength for receiver selection
of SN8) is made available by removing all of the wave-
lengths except �8 (using its modulators) in the first SWMR
waveguide of the SWMR waveguide group. On the receiv-
ing end, all of the SNs which are in the RCS switch-on their
detectors for the corresponding receiver selection wave-
lengths (e.g., nodes SN8 to SN15 switch-on detectors with
resonance wavelengths �8 to �15, respectively) in the first
SWMR waveguide of the SWMR waveguide group. There-
fore, at SN8 only the detector for wavelength �8 is switched
on in the RCS. Once �8 is detected, SN8 prepares to receive
data in the next DCS by switching on the remaining

detectors not only on the first SWMR waveguide but also on
the remaining three SWMR waveguides in the SWMR
waveguide group in that node.

The receiver selection mechanism presented above can
only transmit unicast messages, but while executing big
data applications the MN will send not only unicast mes-
sages to a single SN but also multicast messages to multiple
SNs. One possible solution is to translate these multicast
messages into several unicast messages and send them to
their respective SNs. But this can cause network congestion
and reduce network performance [30]. Therefore, for MN to
multiple SN communication in an MSNoC, we avoid such
repeated unicast messages by providing multicasting sup-
port in theMSNoC’s SWMR waveguides.

Unlike Corona [10] and Firefly [9] PNoCs, where all mul-
ticast messages are broadcast and transmitted to all nodes
in the network, MSNoC enables multicasting to specific
nodes in the network. This is realized as follows: the MN in
an MSNoC releases multiple receiver selection wavelengths
into the first SWMR waveguide of the SWMR waveguide
group (see Fig. 4b) corresponding to multiple SNs in the
next RCS. In the immediately following DCS, the MN mod-
ulates the data which needs to be multicast to different SNs
on to four SWMRwaveguides within the SWMRwaveguide
group. To enable photonic multicast of data in SWMR
waveguides, we partially de-tune the ring detectors from
their resonating wavelengths [8], such that a portion of the
photonic energy in the SWMR waveguide group continues
to be absorbed in subsequent ring detectors. Multicasting
thus requires higher laser power compared to unicasting so
as to maintain sufficient photonic signal intensity for detec-
tion in the worst case, i.e., for the detectors of the last receiv-
ing node which receives the multicast data.

Interestingly, the laser power injected in the SWMR
waveguide group for multicasting in an MSNoC does not
change with the number of nodes that need to receive the
multicast message. We designed the laser source for the
worst-case power loss, which occurs when all of the SNs
receive a multicast message (i.e., broadcast message) from
an MN. We have considered this extra laser power over-
head when presenting energy-delay-product and energy-
per-bit results for the MSNoC cluster in our experimental
results section. In this work, we do not consider optimizing
laser power through a laser power management scheme.
However, it is possible to integrate previously proposed
laser power management schemes [31], [32], as these works
are orthogonal to our work.

Figs. 4a and 4b illustrate the difference between transmis-
sion of unicast andmulticast messages in ourMSNoC cluster.
Suppose an MN needs to multicast data to SN8; SN10; SN12,
and SN15 whose corresponding receiver selection wave-
lengths are �8; �10; �12, and �15, respectively. The MNmodu-
lates in the next RCS, such that only �8; �10; �12, and �15 are
made available by removing all the wavelengths except
�8; �10; �12, and �15 (using the MN’s modulators; Fig. 4b)
from the first SWMR waveguide of SWMR waveguide
group. At the receiver end at SN8; SN10; SN12, and SN15, the
detectors for wavelengths �8; �10; �12, and �15 respectively on
the first SWMR waveguide of the SWMR waveguide group
are switched on when these SNs are in the RCS. At SN8, once
�8 is detected in the receiver selection slot, the node prepares

Fig. 4. (a) Transmission of unicast data from an MN to SN8 in MSNoC,
which shows receiver selection wavelength �8 in RCS of the SWMR
waveguide; (b) Multicast of data from an MN to multiple SNs
SN8;SN10;SN12, and SN15 in MSNoC, which shows respective receiver
selection wavelengths �8; �10; �12, and �15 in RCS of the SWMR
waveguide.
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to receive data from all of the four SWMRwaveguideswithin
the SWMRwaveguide group in the next DCS by partially de-
tuning the ring detectors (partial detuning of ring resonators
is employed to receive both unicast and multicast data in
SN8) from their corresponding resonating wavelengths in
that node. The partial de-tuning of ring detectors of SN8 will
remove a portion of light available in the SWMRwaveguide,
leaving the remaining portion of light for the other detectors
to absorb. Similarly, on detection of �10; �12, and �15, nodes
SN10, SN12, and SN15 respectively prepare to receive data in
the next DCS. Note that our architecture does not differenti-
ate between unicast andmulticast transmissions, as it always
employs partial detuning to receive both unicast and multi-
cast messages.

3.2 SN-to-MN Communication in MSNoC Cluster

All the SNs send data back to an MN in the aggregation
phase, for which our MSNoC uses a Multiple-Write-Single-
Read (MWSR) waveguide group for SN-to-MN communica-
tion, with each waveguide group having four MWSR wave-
guides. As shown in Fig. 2a, this MWSR waveguide group
starts from the last SN (i.e., SN15) and traverses all of the
remaining SNs (i.e., SN1 � SN14) and finally terminates at
the MN. In contrast to the SWMR waveguide group, all SNs
have the ability to write on the MWSR waveguide group
using their ring modulators (see Fig. 2c which shows modu-
lators of an SN on an MWSR waveguide) and the MN has
the ability to read from the MWSR waveguide group using
its ring detectors (see Fig. 2b which shows detectors of an
MN on an MWSR waveguide).

As all SNs are capable of modulating (writing) in an
MWSR waveguide group, there is a need for arbitration
between SNs to ensure that the data from different SNs
does not destructively overlap on the shared MWSR wave-
guide group. We use a centralized electrical arbiter to
avoid contention between SNs when writing to an MWSR
waveguide group. This arbiter uses a round-robin arbitra-
tion scheme. However, by virtue of being a centralized
arbiter, it lacks scalability beyond a certain cluster size. We
address this drawback of the centralized arbiter in Section
5. Furthermore, MSNoC exploits the centralized arbiter to
enable flow control in the SN-to-MN communication. We
employ an Xon/Xoff flow control mechanism to control
packet flow from an SN to MN. Whenever, the receiving
buffer in the MN is full then a signal is sent to the central-
ized arbiter, such that this arbiter stops assigning MWSR
waveguide groups to the SNs. Otherwise, if the buffer is
not full then the centralized arbiter allocates MWSR wave-
guide groups to SNs to transmit packets to MNs. As per
the explanation provide in Section 3, a power waveguide
(see Fig. 2a) that runs in parallel with the MWSR wave-
guide group uses a series of splitters to supply photonic
signals to the ring modulators to write data on to the
MWSR waveguide group. As each of four MWSR wave-
guides within this MWSR waveguide group carries 64
wavelengths, therefore, each MWSR waveguide group
requires 256 modulators and 256 detectors in the SN and
MN to write and read data, respectively. The total amount
of photonic hardware required for the MSNoC architec-
ture is quantified in Section 6.

3.3 SN-to-SN Communication in MSNoC Cluster

SN-to-SN communication occurs in the MSNoC when the
execution of high-performance data analytics applications
is in the ‘shuffle’ phase. OurMSNoC enables SN-to-SN com-
munication via the MN. We illustrate this SN-to-SN com-
munication with a simple example. When SN15 wants to
send data to SN5, first SN15 sends data to the MN using an
MWSR waveguide group, and then the MN sends the
received data to SN5 using an SWMR waveguide group. We
show the SN15 � to� SN5 communication path in Fig. 2a as
a dotted line. This process thus involves two O/E (optical to
electrical) and two E/O (electrical to optical) conversions
for each SN-to-SN transfer. The next section presents a per-
formance analysis for an MSNoC cluster with different SN
counts. In Section 5, we describe how multiple MSNoC clus-
ters are combined to form the BiGNoC architecture.

4 MSNOC: SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In an MSNoC cluster, with the increase in number of SNs,
contention between SNs to access an MWSR waveguide
group increases. One possible solution to reduce this con-
tention is to increase the number of MWSR waveguide
groups in the MSNoC cluster. To understand the impact of
this change, we performed a sensitivity analysis by varying
the number of MWSR waveguide groups within anMSNoC,
for different cluster sizes (8, 16, 32 nodes; each cluster has 1
MN and the remainder of the nodes are SNs). We modeled
and simulated these variants of MSNoC at a cycle-accurate
granularity with a SystemC-based NoC simulator. We con-
sidered three applications: Text Mining [12], Financial Time
Series [13], and Airline Query Processing [14]. The goal
with these workloads was to emulate an environment with
different intensities of MN-to-SN, SN-to-MN, and SN-to-SN
traffic with diverse bandwidth needs.

Figs. 5a, 5b, 5c show the variation of average packet
latency with increase in number of MWSR waveguide
groups (x-axis) for the three sizes of the MSNoC cluster,
across the three big data applications. It can be observed
that for a specific MWSR waveguide group count within an
MSNoC, increase in cluster size (i.e., increase in node count)
increases the average packet latency for all big data applica-
tions. Increase in number of nodes within a cluster increases
contention between SNs to access the MWSR waveguide
groups while sending data to an MN, which increases
packet wait time in the buffers of SNs and ultimately

Fig. 5. Variation of average packet latency in MSNoC cluster with (a) 32
nodes (b) 16 nodes, and (c) 8 nodes having different MWSR waveguide
groups (each group has 4 waveguides) across three big data
applications.
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increases overall packet latency. From Figs. 5a, 5b, 5c, it can
also be seen that with the increase in MWSR waveguide
groups, the average packet latency first decreases until the
waveguide group count reaches two. When MWSR wave-
guide group count is increased beyond two, the latency
starts increasing. Intuitively, increase in number of MWSR
waveguide groups from one to two increases the SN-to-MN
data rate (as two MWSR waveguide groups enable two
packets to be sent simultaneously from two SNs to an MN),
which decreases packet waiting time in the buffers of SNs
and reduces the average packet latency. Despite the increase
in data rate from SN-to-MN, with the increase in number of
MWSR waveguide groups beyond two, there is saturation
in the data channel to the MN (as this data channel is capa-
ble of sending only one packet per cycle from the concentra-
tor to a master core). This increases the waiting time of
packets at the receiving buffers of MGIs and increases aver-
age packet latency across all the big data applications.

Based on the analysis presented above, we optimally
select two MWSR waveguide groups for MSNoCs with clus-
ter sizes of 32 and 16 nodes. Additionally, from the Figs. 5a,
5b, 5c it can also be seen that average latency for an MSNoC
with 8 nodes remains constant for all MWSR waveguide
group counts across all the benchmark applications. From
this result, it can be concluded that in an MSNoC with 8
nodes, a single MWSR waveguide group is sufficient and
optimal for SN-to-MN communication. Furthermore, for
these optimal MWSR waveguide group counts used within
MSNoC clusters the buffers in concentrators of MNs and
SNs will seldom become performance bottlenecks. We
use these optimally determined MWSR waveguide group
counts for different cluster sizes in our homogeneous and
heterogeneous master-servant multi-cluster architecture
(BiGNoC) which we describe in detail in the next section.

5 BIGNOC ARCHITECTURE

5.1 Homogeneous BiGNoC Architecture

In Section 3, we presented an MSNoC architecture that aims
to effectively connect an MN and many SNs within a
master-servant cluster using MWSR and SWMR waveguide
groups. Typically, large-scale data analytics applications
require a greater number of servant cores than can be
accommodated in a single MSNoC cluster. There are two
ways to address the requirement for additional servant
cores: increase the cluster size or use multiple inter-
connected clusters. We prefer the latter solution as increase
in cluster size leads to: (i) increase in power dissipation of
the SWMR and MWSR waveguide groups (see Table 3 later
in the paper), (ii) increase in average packet latency (see
Fig. 5), and (iii) increase in MWSR waveguide group arbiter
complexity. These drawbacks suppress the power and per-
formance benefits of photonic interconnects. Moreover,
increase in cluster size limits the number of available mas-
ters within a cluster as the MSNoC is designed to have only
one master node. Therefore, we propose a homogeneous
multi-cluster architecture (BiGNoC-HOM) with four uni-
form clusters represented as C0;C1;C2, and C3, as shown in
Fig. 6a, where each cluster has 16 nodes (i.e., 64 cores).

Each 16-node cluster in the BiGNoC-HOM architecture
uses one SWMR waveguide group for MN-to-SN

communication. As explained in Section 3.1, each SWMR
waveguide group is divided into two time slots to enable
receiver selection. Furthermore, based on the sensitivity
analysis presented in the previous section, we optimally
select two MWSR waveguide groups in each cluster for SN-
to-MN communication. This architecture considers a single
broadband laser source to power all of its SWMR and
MWSR waveguides and uses 64 wavelengths in each wave-
guide for data communication. We add three more splitters
to the power waveguide, to distribute laser power to the
SWMR and MWSR waveguide groups of the four clusters
in BiGNoC-HOM.

EachMNhas amemory controller to send and receive data
from off-chipmainmemorywith dedicated channels for com-
munication. Therefore, BigNoC-HOM uses four memory con-
trollers, where each is associatedwith anMNwithin a cluster.
In addition, as shown in Fig. 6, all the four MNs within the
four clusters of BiGNoC-HOM are connected to a single 4� 4
electrical router using their external electrical I/O ports
(shown at the top left of Fig. 2a). This electrical router is used
for inter-cluster communication. We have considered a four-
stage pipelined electrical router with 4 I/O ports that are con-
nected to four MNs with the following pipeline stages: buffer
write/route computation, region validation/switch alloca-
tion, switch traversal, and link traversal. This router has an
input and output queued crossbar and uses double buffering
with an 8-flit buffer size to more effectively cope with the
higher photonic path throughput. Each master node is provi-
sioned with an additional buffer which receives and stores
packets from other clusters.

Intuitively, inter-cluster MN-to-MN communication
occurs in one hop through the electrical router. Inter-cluster
MN-to-SN and SN-to-MN communication require two
hops: inter-cluster MN-to-SN communication requires MN-
to-MN (inter-cluster) and MN-to-SN (intra-cluster) hops,
whereas inter-cluster SN-to-MN communication requires
SN-to-MN (intra-cluster) and MN-to-MN (inter-cluster)
hops. Further, inter-cluster SN-to-SN communication
requires three hops: SN-to-MN (intra-cluster), MN-to-MN
(inter-cluster), and MN-to-SN (intra-cluster). We illustrate
the SN-to-SN communication across different clusters with
a simple example. If node N2 (i.e., SN) of C0 needs to send a
packet to node N10 (i.e., SN) of cluster C1, then N2 of C0 first
sends data to N0 (i.e., MN) of C0 using an MWSR waveguide
group. Then from this node the packet is sent to N0 (i.e.,
MN) of C1 through the electrical router that enables inter-
cluster communication. Lastly, the packet is sent to N10 of
C1 using the SWMR waveguide group in that cluster. Thus,
inter-cluster SN-to-SN communication incurs minimal over-
head with only two O/E and two E/O conversions, which
is similar to intra-cluster SN-to-SN communication.

5.2 Heterogeneous BiGNoC Architecture

As explained in the previous subsection, BiGNoC-HOM
with four uniform clusters can enable inter-cluster commu-
nication between MNs and SNs. While executing applica-
tions with larger servant core count requirements, BiGNoC-
HOM incurs higher inter-cluster traffic. This increase in
inter-cluster traffic via slower electrical links may reduce
the performance of the proposed BiGNoC-HOM architec-
ture. This motivates us to design a heterogeneous version of
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BiGNoC (BiGNoC-HET) with four clusters, but with different
cluster sizes.

A larger cluster size with more number of SNs in BiGNoC
always improves the performance of a big data application
requiring higher number of servant cores. This is because a
larger cluster size reduces the inter-cluster traffic through
slower electrical links of the 4� 4 electrical router. But SWMR
waveguides within a BiGNoC cluster cannot support multi-
casting beyond 32-nodes, due to the limitations in receiver
sensitive and TIA circuit bandwidth [8]. Therefore, we have
considered a cluster with a maximum of 32 nodes (with 128
cores) for BiGNoC-HET. Furthermore, after analyzing the
master and servant core requirements of big data benchmark
applications, we concluded that these applications have dif-
ferent scales which require different cluster sizes. Therefore,
to execute medium and small applications, we have consid-
ered a 16-node cluster with 64 cores and an 8-node cluster
with 32 cores, respectively. Therefore, in BiGNoC-HET, we
use clusters C0, C1, C2, and C3 with 32, 16, 8, and 8 nodes,
respectively, as shown Fig. 6b. To enable receiver selection in
SWMR waveguide groups of these clusters, we divided the
waveguides in clusters C0;C1;C2, and C3 into 4, 2, 1, and 1
time slots respectively, based on the time taken by light to tra-
verse these waveguides on a die. Based on the sensitivity

analysis presented in Section 4, we use 2, 2, 1, and 1 MWSR
waveguide groups for clustersC0;C1;C2, andC3 respectively.
Similar to BiGNoC-HOM, we use four memory controllers to
control off-chipmemory and an electrical router to connect all
four clusters ofBiGNoC-HET.

In BiGNoC (especially BiGNoC-HET), scheduling of appli-
cations plays a crucial role in enhancing overall performance.
For example, BiGNoC-HET can achieve better performance
when an application with a greater servant core requirement
is scheduled to a cluster with more servant cores. In contrast,
scheduling a larger application on multiple smaller clusters
will increase inter-cluster communication, which in turn
may degrade performance. This motivates us to design an
application scheduling algorithm for BiGNoC which is pre-
sented in the next subsection.We perform a detailed compar-
ative study between BiGNoC-HOM and BiGNoC-HET in
Section 6.3.

Algorithm 1. Application scheduling in BiGNoC

Inputs: Applications ðAPiÞ with master cores ðMAiÞ and ser-
vant cores ðSAiÞ requirements, and BiGNoC with clusters
ðCjÞ, master cores ðMCjÞ, and servant cores ðSCjÞ
1: Sort APi (highest SA to lowest SA)
2: Sort BigNoC clusters (highest SC to lowest SC)
3: for all i do NSAi ¼ SAi; NMAi ¼ MAi;
4: for all j do FSCj ¼ SCj; FMCj ¼ MCj;
5: for each APi do
6: for each Cj do
7: if FSCj > 0 then // Checks for free cores in clusters
8: if FSCj �NSAi � 0 then
9: Do_ Scheduling (APi ! NSAi servant cores of

Cj) //Map servants
10: FSCj ¼ FSCj �NSAi; NSAi ¼ 0;
11: if FMCj > 0 and FMCj �NMAi � 0 then
12: Do_Scheduling (APi ! NMAi master cores of

Cj)//Map masters
13: FMCj ¼ FMCj �NMAi;NMAi ¼ 0;
14: else if FMCj > 0 and FMCj �NMAi < 0 then
15: Do_ Scheduling (APi ! ðNMAi � FMCj) mas-

ter cores of Cj)
16: NMAi ¼ NMAi � FMCj; FMCj ¼ 0;
17: else
18: Do_ Scheduling (APi ! ðNSAi � FSCj) servant

cores of Cj)
19: NSAi ¼ NSAi � FSCj; FSCj ¼ 0;
20: if FMCj > 0 and FMCj �NMAi � 0 then
21: Do_ Scheduling (APi ! NMAi master cores of

Cj)
22: FMCj ¼ FMCj �NMAi;NMAi ¼ 0;
23: else if FMCj > 0 and FMCj �NMAi < 0 then
24: Do_ Scheduling (APi ! ðNMAi � FMCj) mas-

ter cores of Cj)
25: NMAi ¼ NMAi � FMCj; FMCj ¼ 0;
Output: Scheduled master-servant cores of app onto clusters
of BiGNoC

5.3 Application Scheduling in BiGNoC

Algorithm1 shows the pseudo-code for the application sched-
uling procedure in BiGNoC. Our scheduling algorithm will
schedule a combination of applications if the total number of
master and servant cores within a BigNoC-HET architecture

Fig. 6. (a) Homogeneous BiGNoC with four uniform clusters
C0;C1;C2;C3, with each cluster having 16 nodes, (b) Heterogeneous
BiGNoC with four clusters C0;C1;C2, and C3 having 32, 16, 8, and 8
nodes, respectively.
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is more than or equal to the required number of master and
servant cores for these applications. Applications ðAPiÞ are
assumed to have master core ðMAiÞ and servant core ðSAiÞ
requirements. The target BiGNoC platform is characterized by
its clusters ðCjÞ, master cores ðMCjÞ, and servant cores ðSCjÞ.
First, the applications and BiGNoC platform clusters are
sorted in the descending order of their SAi and SCj counts,
respectively (steps 1-2). In steps 3-4, the algorithm initializes
the required number of master cores ðNMAiÞ and servant
cores ðNSAiÞ that are to be scheduled for each application,
and also initializes the number of available free master cores
ðFMCjÞ and free servant cores ðFSCjÞ in each cluster of
BiGNoC, respectively. A nested loop iterates over all applica-
tions ðAPiÞ and clusters ðCjÞ in steps 5-6. If FSCj are available
in clusterCj at step 7, then in steps 8-25, we assignmaster and
servant cores of BiGNoC to applications. We compare the
number of available free servant cores within a cluster with
the number of servant cores required by an application. If the
number of free servant coreswithin a cluster are greater (steps
8-10), thenwe assign the required free servant cores in the cur-
rent cluster to the current application, else we assign all the
free servant cores in the current cluster to the current applica-
tion (steps 17-19). For every free servant core assignment to an
application in a cluster, we also compare the number of avail-
able free master cores within the cluster with the number of
master cores required by an application. If the number of free
master cores within a cluster are greater (steps 11-13 and 20-
22), then we assign the required free master cores in the cur-
rent cluster to the current application, else we assign all the
free master cores in current cluster to the current application
(steps 17-19 and 23-25). The proposed algorithm is used to
schedule applications on both variants ofBiGNoC.

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Experimental Setup

To evaluate the proposed BiGNoC architecture, we com-
pared it with a traditional electrical mesh NoC (EMesh) and
a broadcast optimized electrical mesh NoC (BO-EMesh) [33]
as well as with two state-of-the-art photonic crossbar NoCs:
Flexishare with token stream arbitration [11] and Firefly
with a reservation assisted SWMR (R-SWMR) waveguide
groups [9]. We modeled and simulated the NoC architec-
tures at a cycle-accurate granularity with a SystemC-based

NoC simulator for a 256-core CMP platform. We used this
NoC simulator to emulate the execution of big data bench-
marks across different architectures. In Flexishare, Firefly,
BO-EMesh, and EMesh architectures with 256-cores, we
have considered 16 master cores (similar to the number of
master cores in BiGNoC; recall that BiGNoC has 4 MNs,
which corresponds to 16 master cores) and the remaining
cores are considered as servant cores for a fair comparison
with the BiGNoC architecture. We used five big data bench-
marks [7], [12], [13], [14], [15] (Table 2) to create multi-
application workloads. The goal with these workloads is to
emulate an environment that executes future large-scale
data analytics applications having different master and ser-
vant combinations with diverse bandwidth needs.

Table 2 shows the variants of big data benchmarks with
different master-servant requirements considered for our
analysis. We created 12 multi-application workloads from
these benchmarks. Each workload combines 2 to 4 bench-
marks, such that the summation of all the master cores and
servant cores within the multi-application workload is lower
than the number of available cores (i.e., 256) in the CMP. As
an example, the T (1-40)-A (5-50)-F (2-100)-N (1-50) workload
combines variants of Text Mining with 1-master and
40-servants (T (1-40)), Airline Query Processing with 5-mas-
ters and 50-servants (A (5-50)), Financial Time Series with 2-
masters and 100-servants (F (2-100)), and Netflix Movie Rat-
ing with 1-master and 50-servants (N (1-50)), and schedules
them to clusters C0;C1;C2, and C3 of BiGNoC-HOM and
BiGNoC-HET using the application scheduling algorithm pre-
sented in Section 5.3. We analyzed the actual execution char-
acteristics of the big data applications presented in Table 2
(such as the master processing time, servant processing time,
etc.) that are measured using an Amazon’s Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) instance [35], to generate traces that were fed
into our network simulator. We set a “warm-up” period of
1M cycles and executed the applications for 100M cycles.

We targeted a 22 nm process technology for the 256-core
system. Based on geometric calculations of the waveguides
for a 20mm� 20mm chip dimension, we estimated the time
needed for light to travel in a photonic waveguide with a
length of 12 cm from the first to the last node in a single
pass of the MWMR waveguide group in Flexishare as 8
cycles (i.e., 1.6 ns) at 5 GHz clock frequency. Throughout
our analysis we use a flit size of 64 bits for BO-EMesh and
EMesh and a total packet size of 512 bits for all PNoC archi-
tectures. We consider data modulation at both clock edges
to enable simultaneous transfer of 512 bits in a single cycle,
in the BiGNoC-HOM, BiGNoC-HET, Flexishare, and Firefly
PNoCs. We considered an on-off switching time of 3.1 ps
for a ring modulator and ring detector [11], which is less
than one clock cycle (i.e., 200 ps) at 5 GHz frequency.

The static and dynamic energy consumption of the elec-
trical routers is based on results obtained from the DSENT
tool [29]. Energy consumption of various photonic compo-
nents for all the photonic NoC architectures are adopted
from photonic device characterizations in line with state-of-
the-art proposals [16], [36], [36], [37] and shown in Table 3.
Here Edynamic is the energy per bit for modulators and photo-
detectors and Elogic�dyn is the energy per bit for the driver
circuits of modulators and photodetectors. PSWMR�FY and
PMWMR�FX are the static power dissipation of SWMR and

TABLE 2
Big Data Application Benchmarks, With Three Variants Each,

Based on Their Master-Servant Requirements
[7], [12], [13], [14], [15]

Application Representation Application variants

Netflix Movie
Rating

N
(Masters-Servants)

N (1-50), N (1-70), N (1-100)

Text Mining T
(Masters-Servants)

T (1-40), T (1-60), T (1-80)

Gray Sort
Contest

G
(Masters-Servants)

G (5-200), G (7-200), G (10-200)

Financial Time
Series

F
(Masters-Servants)

F (2-100), F (3-110), F (4-120)

Airline Query
Process

A
(Masters-Servants)

A (5-50), A (5-60), A (5-70)
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MWMR waveguide groups in Firefly and Flexishare archi-
tectures, respectively. Further, the PMWSR andPSWMR rows
in Table 3 show static power dissipation of MWSR and
SWMR waveguide groups of clusters in BiGNoC with sizes
32, 16, and 8 nodes, respectively. Also, we calculate power
dissipation overheads of 75 mW, 35 mW, and 15 mW in the
electrical circuits of the SWMR waveguide groups in clus-
ters of BiGNoC with sizes 32, 16, and 8 nodes, respectively,
to realize partial detuning based on estimates from prior
work [8]. All the static power dissipation values for wave-
guides presented in Table 3 include the power overhead of
MR thermal tuning. We consider an MR heating power of
15 mW per MR and receiver sensitivity of -20 dBm [42], [43].
To compute laser power dissipation, we calculated photonic
loss in components, which sets the photonic laser power
budget and correspondingly the electrical laser power.
Lastly, based on our gate-level analysis, we estimate area
overheads of 0:0065 mm2 and 0:008 mm2, and power over-
heads of 0.12W and 0.16W in the electrical arbiters for the
MWSR waveguide groups of BiGNoC-HOM and BiGNoC-
HET, respectively.

6.2 BiGNoC: Sensitivity Analysis

Our first set of experiments presents a sensitivity analysis to
explore the optimal buffer size of the electrical router that is
used for inter-cluster communication in two variants of our
BiGNoC architecture with 256 cores: BiGNoC-HOM and
BiGNoC-HET. BiGNoC-HOM has four homogeneous clus-
ters with each cluster having 16 nodes; and BiGNoC-HET
has four clusters with 32, 16, 8, and 8 nodes, respectively.

Figs. 7a and 7b show the average packet latency for three
multi-application big data workloads on BiGNoC-HOM and
BiGNoC-HET, with buffer depth of the electrical router vary-
ing from 8 to 40. The range of buffer depths (i.e., from 8 to 40)
explored in this sensitivity analysis is decided based on the
buffer depths used in the prior works [9], [11]. In this analysis,
to compute average packet latency we have considered the
delay incurred by the packet to move from the source node to
the destination node along with the queuing delays in routers

and interfaces. The three workloads were chosen to possess
high, medium, and low aggregate inter-cluster traffic, to
explore the impact of application traffic on buffer depth. We
characterized inter-cluster traffic of an application by count-
ing the number of transfers through the electrical router,
which is used for inter-cluster communication.

At a particular buffer depth for both BiGNoC-HOM and
BiGNoC-HET, Fig. 7 shows higher average packet latency
for workloads with higher inter-cluster traffic (i.e., G(10-
200)-T(1-40)) compared to workloads with lower inter-
cluster traffic (i.e., T(1-40)-A(5-50)-F(2-100)-N(1-50) for
BiGNoC-HOM and A(5-70)-F(4-120)-N(1-50) for BiGNoC-
HET) as queuing of packets occurs at the master nodes for
workloads with higher inter-cluster traffic, which increases
their queueing delay and average packet latency. Also, for
all workloads executing on both BiGNoC-HOM and
BiGNoC-HET, a smaller buffer size should intuitively result
in higher average packet latency, as the buffer in the
electrical router becomes more frequently full and cre-
ates back pressure on the buffers in the MN of each clus-
ter of BiGNoC-HOM and BiGNoC-HET. As a result, the
centralized arbiter within each cluster stops assigning
MWSR waveguide groups to SNs (due to Xon/Xoff flow
control mechanism used within each cluster; for explana-
tion see Section 3.2) in that cluster, which are used to
transfer packets to MN, which in turn increases packet
queuing delay within each SN and incurs higher average
packet latency.

On the other hand, beyond a particular buffer depth in
both BiGNoC-HOM and BiGNoC-HET the average packet
latency of all the applications saturate. After a particular
buffer depth, the buffer in the electrical router of both var-
iants of BiGNoC seldom gets full, which is the main reason
for this saturation. A careful observation of the plots in
Fig. 7 shows that for workloads with lower inter-cluster traf-
fic (i.e., T(1-40)-A(5-50)-F(2-100)-N(1-50) for BiGNoC-HOM
and A(5-70)-F(4-120)-N(1-50) for BiGNoC-HET) latency satu-
ration occurs at a small buffer depth, whereas for workloads
with higher inter-cluster traffic (i.e., G(10-200)-T(1-40) for
both BiGNoC-HOM and BiGNoC-HET) latency saturation
occurs at a large buffer depth. However, as shown in
Figs. 7a and 7b, there is a region (light yellow shaded
region) between saturation points of low inter-cluster traffic
application and high inter-cluster traffic application, where
both BiGNoC-HOM and BiGNoC-HET archive optimal per-
formance. Therefore, we chose to use 21 and 26 as the opti-
mal buffer depth for BiGNoC-HOM and BiGNoC-HET,

Fig. 7. Average packet latency comparison for (a) BiGNoC-HOM and (b)
BiGNoC-HET in a 256-core CMP with different buffer depths (8-40).

TABLE 3
Energy and Losses For Photonic Devices [16], [36], [37]

Cluster-wise static power per waveguide group of BiGNoC

Waveguide

Type

32-Node

Power

16-Node

Power

8-Node

Power

PMWSR 1.54W 0.62 W 0.21W
PSWMR 5.72 W 2.69 W 1.26 W

Static power per waveguide group Power

PSWMR-FY 1.15 W
PMWMR-FX 3.73 W

Energy consumption type Energy

Edynamic 0.42 pJ/bit
Elogic�dyn 0.18 pJ/bit

Photonic loss type Loss (in dB)

Microring through �0.005
Waveguide propagation per cm �0.274
Waveguide coupler/splitter �0.2
Waveguide bending loss 0.005 per 90�
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respectively, which are the highest buffer depths of the opti-
mal performance regions shown in Figs. 7a and 7b. We use
these optimal buffer depths for BiGNoC-HOM and BiGNoC-
HET in the rest of our analysis.

6.3 Experimental Results

Our next set of experiments presents a comparative study
between BiGNoC-HOM and BiGNoC-HET. We used the
optimal buffer depth of 21 and 26 for BiGNoC-HOM and
BiGNoC-HET, respectively (determined as per the previous
subsection) in this comparative study. Figs. 8a and 8b pres-
ent detailed simulation results that quantify the average
throughput and energy-per-bit (EPB) for BiGNoC-HOM
and BiGNoC-HET, for twelve multi-application workloads.
Results are normalized with respect to the BiGNoC-HET
results.

From Fig. 8a it can be seen that on an average BiGNoC-
HET has 30.4 percent higher average throughput compared
to BiGNoC-HOM. Variable cluster sizes in BiGNoC-HET
help reduce the inter-cluster traffic while executing big data
workloads involving different master-servant combinations.
This decrease in inter-cluster traffic improves utilization of
MWSR and SWMR waveguides within a cluster and
increases the throughput of BiGNoC-HET compared to
BiGNoC-HOM. Also, from Fig. 8b it can be observed that on
an average BiGNoC-HET has 33.3 percent lower EPB com-
pared to BiGNoC-HOM. The increase in data rate and
decrease in trimming energy (due to decrease in number of
detectors) decreases the EPB of BiGNoC-HET compared to
BiGNoC-HOM even though there is increase in laser energy
for BiGNoC-HET. From the average throughput and EPB
results presented in Fig. 8, we can summarize that BiGNoC-
HET achieves better performance with lower EPB compared

to BiGNoC-HOM, which highlights its viability for executing
future large-scale data analytics applications. Therefore, for
our next set of experiments we have used only BiGNoC-
HET to estimates benefits over electrical and photonic NoC
architectures from prior work.

In the next set of experiments, we compare network
throughput, average packet latency, and energy-per-bit
(EPB) of BiGNoC-HET with the EMesh, BO-EMesh, Flexi-
share with token stream arbitration [11], and Firefly with R-
SWMR waveguide [9] architectures. Figs. 9a, 9b, 9c show
the results of this comparative analysis, where all the results
are normalized with respect to the EMesh results. From the
throughput comparison in Fig. 9a, it can be observed that,
not surprisingly, BiGNoC-HET provides 8:7� and 7:2�
higher throughput than EMesh and BO-EMesh, respec-
tively, due to the presence of higher bandwidth photonic
links for data communication. Furthermore, as shown in

Fig. 8. (a) Normalized throughput, (b) normalized EPB comparison of
BiGNoC-HOM with BiGNoC-HET for 256-core CMP. Results are shown
for multi-application workloads and normalized w.r.t. BiGNoC-HET.

Fig. 9. Normalized (a) throughput (b) latency (c) EPB comparison of
BiGNoC-HET with other architectures for a 256-core CMP. Results are
for multi-application workloads and normalized w.r.t. EMesh.
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Fig. 9a, throughput improvements of BiGNoC-HET are sig-
nificantly higher for most of the application combinations,
except the application combinations that have the Gray Sort
Contest (G) application. As this single large application uti-
lizes a significant portion of the BiGNoC architecture (by
utilizing 200 servant cores) for which a major portion of the
traffic traverses the 4� 4 electrical routers (for inter-cluster
communication), the bottlenecks at these routers limit
BiGNoC-HET performance.

BiGNoC-HET has nearly 9:9� greater throughput com-
pared to Flexishare. Even though Flexishare uses MWMR
waveguides and time division multiplexing (TDM), its
token stream arbitration reduces its waveguide utilization
and overall throughput compared to BiGNoC-HET. In Flexi-
share, arbitration wavelengths corresponding to MWMR
data waveguides are injected serially into the arbitration
waveguide and a node that grabs a token in the arbitration
waveguide gets exclusive access to the corresponding
MWMR data waveguide, which limits Flexishare’s ability to
perform simultaneous data transfers. In contrast, BiGNoC-
HET has dedicated photonic paths (MWSR waveguide
group for SN-to-MN communication and SWMR wave-
guide group for MN-to-SN communication) between the
master node and servant nodes within each cluster. This
helps in increasing simultaneous data transfers in BiGNoC-
HET with increase in number of clusters. BiGNoC-HET also
facilitates efficient multicasting to improve throughput over
Flexishare by using its SWMR waveguide groups from MN
to SNs, whereas in Flexishare, multiple unicast packets are
sent from the master core to servant cores instead of a single
multicast packet.

BiGNoC-HET has 4:4� higher throughput compared to
Firefly. This is due to the near light speed communications
for a majority of the path traversed by the data in BiGNoC-
HET using photonic links, whereas Firefly being a hybrid
network, utilizes slower electrical links for a significant por-
tion of the path traversed by the data. These mechanisms
also improve the average packet latency in BiGNoC-HET, as
shown in Fig. 9b, by reducing the time spent waiting for
access to the photonic waveguides. On average BiGNoC-
HET has 81 percent, 84 percent, 85 percent, and 88 percent
lower average packet delay over Flexishare, Firefly, BO-
EMesh, and EMesh, respectively for the different multi-
application workloads.

Fig. 9c shows the EPB comparison between the architec-
tures. It can be observed that on average BiGNoC-HET has
88 percent, 90 percent, 96 percent, and 98 percent lower EPB
compared to Flexishare, Firefly, BO-EMesh, and EMesh,
respectively. BiGNoC-HET has lower EPB compared to BO-
EMesh and EMesh, as it uses energy efficient photonic links
for data transfer instead of power hungry electrical links.
Most of the energy in the photonic architectures was

consumed in the form of static energy. Table 4 shows the
photonic hardware comparison between the PNoC architec-
tures. It can be seen that BiGNoC-HET has 82 percent less
photonic hardware compared to Flexishare. This reduction
in photonic hardware reduces its overall static energy con-
sumption and its EPB. Although both BiGNoC-HET and
Firefly use multicasting in their SWMR waveguides, the
lower EPB of BiGNoC-HET compared to Firefly is due to
the higher energy consumption in the electrical network of
the Firefly architecture.

7 CONCLUSION

We presented a new application-specific BiGNoC architec-
ture that features master-servant clusters with efficient utili-
zation of SWMR and MWSR waveguides to improve
performance while executing large-scale data analytics
applications. BiGNoC exploits efficient multicasting in
photonic waveguides to achieve high data rates. In particu-
lar, we showed how BiGNoC-HET, a variant of BiGNoC,
improves performance due to improved photonic channel
utilization and its ability to adapt to time-varying applica-
tion performance goals while co-running multiple large-
scale data analytics applications. BiGNoC-HET improves
throughput by up to 9:9�, packet latency by up to
88 percent, and energy-per-bit by up to 98 percent over tra-
ditional EMesh, broadcast optimized EMesh, and state-of-
the-art photonic NoC architectures (Flexishare and Firefly).
These results corroborate the excellent capabilities of our
proposed BiGNoC architecture towards executing large-
scale data analytics applications.
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